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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

You have a Microsoft 365 E5 tenant that contains the users shown in the following table. 

You have a retention policy that has the following configurations: 

1. 

Name: Policy1 

2. 

Retain items for a specific period: 5 years 

3. 

Locations to apply the policy: Exchange email, SharePoint sites 

You place a Preservation Lock on Policy1. 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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When a retention policy is locked: 

1. 

No one, including the global admin, can disable the policy or delete it 

2. 

Locations can be added but not removed 

3. 

You can extend the retention period but not decrease it 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/retention-preservation-
lock?view=o365-worldwide 

 

QUESTION 2

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You recently discovered that the developers at your company emailed Azure Storage keys in plain text to third parties. 

You need to ensure that when Azure Storage keys are emailed, the emails are encrypted. 

Solution: You create a data loss prevention (DLP) policy that has only the Exchange email location selected. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 3

At the end of a project, you upload project documents to a Microsoft SharePoint Online library that contains many files.
The following is a sample of the project document file names: 

1.

 aei_AA989.docx 

2.

 bci_WS098.docx 

3.

 cei_DF112.docx 

4.

 ebc_QQ454.docx 

5.

 ecc_BB565.docx 

All documents that use this naming format must be labeled as Project Documents: 

You need to create an auto-apply retention label policy. 

What should you use to identify the files? 

A. A sensitive info type 

B. A retention label 

C. A trainable classifier 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/classifier-get-started-with?view=o365-
worldwide 

 

QUESTION 4

HOTSPOT 

You plan to create a custom trainable classifier based on an organizational form template. 

You need to identity which role based access control (RBAC ) role is required to create the trainable classifier and
where to classifier. The solution must use the principle of least privilege. 

What should you identify? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 5

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You implement Microsoft 365 Endpoint data loss prevention (Endpoint DLP). 

You have computers that run Windows 10 and have Microsoft 365 Apps installed. The computers are joined to Azure
Active Directory (Azure AD). 

You need to ensure that Endpoint DLP policies can protect content on the computers. 

Solution: You onboard the computers to Microsoft Defender for Endpoint. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/endpoint-dlp-getting-
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started?view=o365-worldwide 

 

QUESTION 6

HOTSPOT 

You plan to implement a sensitive information type based on a trainable classifier. The sensitive information type will
identify employment contracts. 

You need to copy the required files to Microsoft SharePoint Online folders to train the classifier. 

What should you use to seed content and test the classifier? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer
area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/classifier-get-started-with?view=o365-worldwide 

 

QUESTION 7

You are implementing a data classification solution. 

The research department at your company requires that documents containing programming code be labeled as
Confidential. The department provides samples of the code from its document library. The solution must minimize
administrative 

effort. 

What should you do? 

A. Create a custom classifier. 

B. Create a sensitive info type that uses Exact Data Match (EDM). 

C. Use the source code classifier. 

D. Create a sensitive info type that uses a regular expression. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/classifier-learn-about?view=o365-worldwide 

 

QUESTION 8

Your company manufactures parts that are each assigned a unique 12-character alphanumeric serial number. Emails
between the company and its customers refer in the serial number. 
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You need to ensure that ail Microsoft Exchange Online emails containing the serial numbers are retained for five years. 

Which three objects should you create? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. a trainable classifier 

B. a sensitive info type 

C. a retention polity 

D. a data loss prevention (DLP) policy 

E. an auto-labeling policy 

F. a retention label 

G. a sensitivity label 

Correct Answer: BEF 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/sensitive-information-type-learn-
about?view=o365-worldwide https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/apply-sensitivity-label-
automatically?view=o365-worldwide https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/microsoft-365/compliance/retention?view=o365-worldwide 

 

QUESTION 9

HOTSPOT 

You have a Microsoft 365 tenant named contoso.com that contains two users named User1 and User2. The tenant uses
Microsoft Office 365 Message Encryption (OME). 

User1 plans to send emails that contain attachments as shown in the following table. 

User2 plans to send emails that contain attachments as shown in the following table. 

For which emails will the attachments be protected? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 10

HOTSPOT 

You need to implement an information compliance policy to meet the following requirements: 

Documents that contain passport numbers from the United States, Germany, Australia, and Japan must be identified
automatically. 

When a user attempts to send an email or an attachment that contains a passport number, the user must receive a
tooltip in Microsoft Outlook. 
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Users must be blocked from using Microsoft SharePoint Online or OneDrive for Business to share a document that
contains a passport number. 

What is the minimum number of sensitivity labels and auto-labeling policies you should create? To answer, select the
appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/get-started-with-sensitivity-
labels?view=o365-worldwide 

 

QUESTION 11

HOTSPOT 

You have the retention label policy shown in the Policy exhibit. (Click the Policy tab.) 
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Users apply the retention label policy to files and set the asset ID as shown in the following table. On December 1,
2020, you create the event shown in the Event exhibit. (Click the Event tab.) 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 12

HOTSPOT 

You plan to implement a sensitive information type based on a trainable classifier. The sensitive information type will
identify employment contracts. 

You need to copy the required files to Microsoft SharePoint Online folders to train the classifier. 

What should you use to seed content and test the classifier? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer
area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 13

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You implement Microsoft 365 Endpoint data loss prevention (Endpoint DLP). 

You have computers that run Windows 10 and have Microsoft 365 Apps installed. The computers are joined to Azure
Active Directory (Azure AD). 

You need to ensure that Endpoint DLP policies can protect content on the computers. 

Solution: You enroll the computers in Microsoft Intune. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/endpoint-dlp-getting-
started?view=o365-worldwide 

 

QUESTION 14

HOTSPOT 

You have the files shown in the following table. 

You configure a retention policy as shown in the exhibit. 
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The start of the retention period is based on when items are created. The current date is January 01, 2021. 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/retention-policies-
sharepoint?view=o365-worldwide 

 

QUESTION 15

You have a Microsoft 365 tenant that uses Microsoft Office 365 Message Encryption (OME). 

You need to ensure that any emails containing attachments and sent to user1@contoso.com are encrypted
automatically by using OME. 

What should you do? 

A. From the Exchange admin center, create a new sharing policy. 

B. From the Microsoft 365 security center, create a Safe Attachments policy. 

C. From the Exchange admin center, create a mail flow rule. 

D. From the Microsoft 365 compliance center, configure an auto-apply retention label policy. 

Correct Answer: C 
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You can create mail flow rules to help protect email messages you send and receive. You can set up rules to encrypt
any outgoing email messages and remove encryption from encrypted messages coming from inside your organization
or from replies to encrypted messages sent from your organization. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/define-mail-flow-rules-to-encrypt-
email?view=o365-worldwide 
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